A Peaceful Habitation

To extend Christ's unconditional love and
hope to women released from correctional
facilities. By supporting them through this
transition, we not only encourage but assist
them in becoming independent, contributing
members of society. We hope to assist other
groups throughout NM to develop equivalent
programs, serving women transitioning from
incarceration within their community.

Home & Aftercare Ministry
PO Box 53516
Albuquerque, NM 87153

The APH Mission...

A Peaceful
Habitation

A Peaceful Habitation Vision
To love and mentor participants in Christian
principles that will assist them in the transition
from incarceration to their families and
communities throughout New Mexico.
APH Enlightens with the Word of God
APH Empow ers with workshops and resources
to grow spiritually, physically and emotionally;
APH Enc ourages daily with unconditional love,
support and guidance.

Reaching Up and
Reaching Back...

The Facts...
1 in every 35 adults is under correctional
control
In 2008 a total of 4,270,917 adult men and
women were on probation and 828,169
were on parole or mandatory conditional
release following a prison term.
In the same year NM corrections received
3,752 admissions to prison, 33.8% of which
were parole violation returns.
NM Cor r ections Dept. and PEW Center

A Peaceful Habitation
Why Aftercare is Essential

How You Can Help

The Program

Life after incarceration is not a simple path.

Volunteer Opportunities

The choices and decisions that must be
faced are daunting for those that lack a
proper foundation.

Bring the program and participants into
your daily prayer life

A Peaceful Habitation is a Christian
aftercare ministry; a non-profit
organization created to help “bridge the
gap” for incarcerated and recently released
women who want to live transformed lives.

Without God-centered aftercare the
prospect for success is an insurmountable
challenge for ex-offenders. Women
released from prison must overcome
difficult odds and many will fail to manage
in society without the right tools and
outlook. The church can have an active role
in the growth of those women who find
themselves with a new horizon, limited
options, and not much in the way of a
roadmap.
The principal goal of A Peaceful Habitation
is to provide a safe and nurturing setting
where real life decision making is guided
by self-discipline through discipleship, and
accountability is encouraged.
The groundwork for creating this
structured support environment begins
with a safe and secure place to live for the
months that follow release. A home
environment in a safe neighborhood, with
accessibility to Church and Work, is the
cornerstone upon which renewed lives
might flourish.

Become a Mentor
Work one on one with a resident as she
completes the program
Become a Volunteer Team Member
Support household operations or ........
Become a Board Member
Help set administrative and financial policy
Participat e on a Working Committee
Executive, Finance & Fund Raising, Program
Support, Housing, Public relations
Your Financial Support
The success of the program depends upon
your contribution of money, time & service

Contact Information:
Letic ia Chavez-Paulette, Exec utive Direc tor
w w w.apeacefulhabitation.org
Email: letic ia@apeac efulhabitation.org
Telephone: 505.440.5937

Fax: 877.986.9227

The program provides structured support
and mentoring with educational content
and bible study to help break patterns of
self-defeating behavior.
Godly support and safe, small group
housing opportunities provide the essential
elements to build the program

